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Epic Concepts can help connect your business. Our patented EZyCHECKTM
software enables 3rd party CRA’s to connect to their clients and vendors without
having to develop or install any software of their own. They can seamlessly
integrate existing clients and vendors using the EZyCHECK software. Also, with
with its newly enhanced graphics, EZyCHECK now has a new look giving your
clients and vendors a modern look and feel. Let us do the work for you, simply
‘Private Label’ the system with your own business logo and information and
you’re clients can take advantage of all the features EZyCHECK has to offer.

New 3.0 Graphics
With its 100% .NET ASP infrastructure, its flexible design makes
EZyCHECKTM excellent for both retail and wholesale environments.
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“New Results” display automatically on the Client screen upon logon,
minimizing keystrokes. Reports are “EZ” to read. Simple, logical
workflow and large buttons will have your clients navigating
EZyCHECKTM with ease.

EZyCHECK

allows you to order, retrieve and deliver employment
screening reports and drug test results electronically! Efficiency and
productivity made easy. Quick and confidential, resulting in better hiring
decisions.
TM
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The Agent Module helps you organize and track activity with field
researchers. “New Request” and “Pending” logs can be sent online,
email or via fax in an automated fashion. You have the option of letting
agents key in results online, which serves as an excellent tool for
employees or subcontractors. Also, your Agents can filter reports by
report type, state, and county making it “EZ” for them to organize
requests.

EZyCHECK

is a user-friendly tool to automate your operation with
tracking and storing of report data, management reports, Express options,
electronic delivery with 24-hour access, invoicing and more.
TM
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The New EzyApp Link allows companies to save time by providing a
method for applicants to create their own screenings by setting up
specific packages and allowing the applicant to order themselves. This
application automates the process for signing the ‘Release Form’ and
guides the applicant through the simple ordering process.

EZyCHECK

is designed with your business in mind. Take
advantage of our third generation system and over two decades of
automating and processing confidential data experience!
TM

The possibilities are endless! Call 877.760.5215 for details on
the EZyCHECKTM Processing System
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